
A Cavan man has put himself on the road to 
literary acclaim with the release of his comedic 
memoirs which give an account of his life in this 
county and all over the world.

Ronan Smith, a webmaster and editor from Mun-
terconnaught released ‘The Lord of the Rams’ in 
June and followed that with an offi cial launch at the 
Ramor Inn, Ryfi eld on October 20. It is a humorous 
account covering 25 years. It includes his early life 
in Cavan and his travels to places like Dublin, New 
York and London and the author feels it will strike 
a chord with readers.

“I guess you’d describe it as a comedy memoir. It’s 
the kind of story that probably a lot of people could 
relate to. It’s your everyday things like growing up 
in the 1980s without a whole lot of money and then 
moving to college and things not being much better. 
It’s about the various people I met and the things I 
got up to over a 25 year period,” explained Ronan.

The title came from his school nickname of 
‘Rambo’ which changed to ‘The Ram’ over the 
years and he decided on ‘The Lord of the Rams’ 
for the book after a friend gave him a t-shirt bearing 
that slogan. The title fi ts in with the comical slant of 
the writing which he felt was the best approach.

“I think it seemed more natural to write from a 
comedy point of view. Most people who read it 
have come back happy enough and said that they 
were laughing away. At least I hope that’s a good 
thing,” joked Ronan.

‘The Lord of the Rams’ is available in many book-
shops including Crannog and Eason’s in Cavan.
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Virginia briefs

Virginianews

By Ronan Maher
ronan.maher@cavanpost.net

Forest signs replaced
Walkers who use the trails in the Virginia forest 
will be happy to learn that the Sli na Slainnte 
signs which were recently dislodged have now 
been replaced. Many walkers unfamiliar with the 
area were losing their way due to the lack of sig-
nage and required assistance in fi nding their way 
back on track.

The markers are separated a kilometre apart and 
are a guide along various trails in the forest which 
are used by walkers to help them get an accurate 
measurement of the distance they have covered. 
This helps to aid their fi tness levels in a beautiful 
and natural setting with the freshest mountain air.

The Virginia forest is owned and managed by 
Coillte and they have asked all those enjoying this 
natural resource to respect the rules governing it. 
These include things such as, all dogs must be 
kept on a lead and all litter must be collected and 
taken away with you. Lighting fi res and camping 
in the area is also prohibited. 

Gymboree
Gymboree play and music classes are now start-
ing in Virginia on Tuesday, November 4 in 
Little Monkeys Playcentre. Experience all types 
of music from swing to classical and onto the 
Beatles. It is an Interactive class for both parent 
and toddler. For further information please con-
tact Fiona on 087 6573492.

Active Virginians
The Halloween party for the Active Virginians 
club will take place on Wednesday, October 29 
in the Carraig Springs Hotel, Crosskeys. A meal 
and entertainment will be provided and the cost is 
€16. Interested parties should give their.

Rambo is Lord of the memoir
Ronan Smith with his 
book, 'The Lord of the 
Rams'.


